The Arnold-Swan Mausoleum

Local Lore and a Time Capsule of 1910 Thomasville

Based on Research Conducted June 2020

Introduction
The journey encompassing the story of a mausoleum in a local cemetery and the family it houses begins with a piece of local Thomasville, Georgia lore. While attending a funeral myself early June, 2020, I had the great fortune to spend time with a lovely woman
who had spent over seven decades making Thomasville her home. During the quiet moments spent near the new grave site, Ruthie told me a story from her youth when she
and her friends would play in Laurel Hill Cemetery near her home.
The story centered around a mausoleum where piano music could be heard and of
the woman inside who played the instrument each day for a departed family member.
Ruthie remembers hearing the music and said she believed was a widow who visited the
mausoleum to play for her husband and afterwards would sit and read the daily newspaper to him.
Intrigued by this story I began a search for the site and quickly determined that there
are extremely few mausoleums at Laurel Hill that are large enough to have held a piano
and in fact, finding only two. Of these pair, only one lay in the older historical portion of
Laurel Hill and on it was inscribed the words, ARNOLD-SWAN.
There was no other inscription on the building and so I sought out the sexton of the
cemetery to see what information had been recorded for the plot. From her I heard a
similar story but this time the person playing the piano was a mother who had lost her
young daughter. Checking her records, the only two entries for the site showed a purchase of the plot by a gentleman named J. P. Arnold with one interment of a Mrs. Swan
in 1910. The plot itself had been purchased in 1910 and turned over the care of the City
of Thomasville in 1946.
From the folk tale and simple entry grew an entire story of the death of young wife,
music and a challenge to understand and preserve the memory of a woman whose story
had almost been forgotten. Here is the story behind the tale.

Finding Mrs. Swan
From the simple notation given by the
sexton at Laurel Hill, a quick search of the
historic records of the local newspaper the
Thomasville Times-Enterprise, revealed an
obituary from November 25, 1910, shown
on the right.
Here we found Mrs. Swan's maiden
name of Arnold, information about her
husband as well as a marriage date.
Though her first name was shown here as
Maynite, we later determined that the
correct spelling was Maynita, a name
shared with a child born to John H. Swan's
second wife many years later.
Many pronouncements in this obituary
indicated that her death might have been
reported elsewhere and a quick search
outside of the Thomasville area proved
that guess correct. The obituary below appeared in an Atlanta newspaper called the
Atlanta Georgian & News on December 3,
1910. Obviously taken from a earlier
Thomasville report, the time frames in this
obituary do not match those of the actual
death date of November 23 or date of the
funeral on the following Sunday, November
27, 1910.

A final obituary was found in the December 1, 1910 edition of the Barnesville News
Gazette published in Barnesville, Georgia.
This obituary was extremely helpful by
showing where Maynita was educated,
when she graduated, where she traveled
and other details that allow us to get a
glimpse into her life.
Her early education at Gordon Institute is
written about here. This school was so
named in 1872 and its first graduate in 1875
was a woman named Alice Wooten. It
boasted of classes beginning at the elementary age level and seemed to have provided
the young Maynita with the learning to later
navigate a wide social circle that included
friends in New York and from around the
world.
The travels to Colorado and Thomasville
mentioned in the article alongside references to her failing health tell us that she
likely suffered from tuberculosis, a common
ailment during this time period and a frequent reason for traveling to the areas mentioned in the obituary.
Maynita died at 33 years –of-age after
only 23 months of marriage to her husband
John.

Maynita Arnold

Maynita Arnold was born in April, 1877, during a time her father William was working
as a brick mason in Denver, CO. We know that by 1892 the family was residing on a farm
near Zebulon, GA and Maynita was enrolled in the Gordon Institute in a nearby community. This school offered classes beginning with the elementary grades and seems to have
been a very good school as Maynita was enrolled in a music program and excelled later at
a finishing school in Washington D.C. We begin to see traces of Maynita in the newspapers starting in 1894 when she is a sophomore at the Gordon Institute.

May 17, 1894, list of students in the Sophomore class
at Gordon. Maynita was still
on the farm in Zebulon during this year.

In 1895, Maynita’s name appears in the Graduating Exercises of the that year’s graduating class. She is only in her junior year at the Institute but performs musical selections
for the graduating class including playing the “William Tell Overture” as an opening
piece.

June 18, 1896,
Maynita reads the class
history for her own graduating class of that year.

July 9, 1896, hints at the illness that
will haunt her life and end it early only 14
years later.

September 3, 1896, after graduating,
Maynita visits a friend in a Forsyth and
prepares to attend college/finishing
school in Washington D.C.

October 1, 1896, in this clipping
from the Barnesville Gazette we learn
the name of the school Maynita will be
attending, National Park Seminary. It
is a very new school, just formed in
1894 and is an all-female institution.
We will delve into the school a bit
more on the next page.

December 24, 1896, Maynita returns home to Elm Street in
Barnesville for her Christmas vacation. She is obviously showing the
ability to exceed at school, an indication that her education at Gordon
Institute had been quite good as
well.

National Park Seminary
This school was formed in 1894 using the lands and buildings from a resort built in
1887 to entertain wealthy patrons of the Washington area and as a school would have
attracted the young ladies of the most elite families of the United States. It was unique in
many ways starting with the architect and architecture of the first buildings.
To set this institution into the changes occurring in the 1890’s regarding the movement
to recognize the intelligence and abilities of women one should look to the Chicago
World’s Exposition that took place the previous year of 1893. Known as the “White City”
because of the large white stone buildings and electric lights used at the fair, this exposition featured a Woman’s Pavilion that had been designed by a female architect. This pavilion and a large amount of the art in the World’s Fair was created by female scientists
and artists. In fact the founding members of the new school purchased a book of house
plans at the Chicago World’s Fair that would later serve as the plans for many of the new
buildings they would erect around the great main hall.

This is Elizabeth
Emily Holman, an
architect that practiced until 1914 and
the designer behind
the first structures
specifically for the
National Park Seminary school.

The main building on campus, converted from
a hotel into classrooms and offices.

The Choipi Bungalow that served as student housing.

Inside the Choipi Bungalow during the time Maynita would
have been attending school there.

Information about the student/
teacher ratio for some of the early
years of the school. During the time
Maynita attended the total student
population would have been under 130
students.

A May Day celebration at National Park Seminary in 1907.

June 10, 1897, Maynita comes home
for the summer from the National Park
Seminary.

September 20, 1897, Maynita returns
to college for the fall.

June 9, 1898, Maynita graduates
first in her class from the National
Park Seminary. She returns to the
home on Elm Street that we see in
later pages when we discuss
Maynita’s mother, Ella.

December 22, 1898, Maynita comes
home to her mother’s place in Barnesville
for the Christmas holiday.

June 29, 1899, Maynita is the musical director at Stillmore and participates in the commencement exercises
during this month.

August 3, 1899, Maynita is returning
home after teaching at Stillmore and spending time in South Carolina visiting relatives.

September 11, 1899,
Maynita is entertaining
friends at the home on Elm
Street. The mention of
electric lights is notable,
the school Maynita attended in Washington D.C. did
not have electric lights until 1911. For a home to
have electric lights this early indicates a level of
wealth above the norm.
February 26, 1903, returning from an
extended stay in South Carolina.

July 16, 1903, Maynita’s travel to New
York and one of the articles that led us to
finding her aunt Mary’s story that we will
explore much further in the section on her
life to be found later on in this PDF. This
1903 article indicates income stream being
provided to Maynita by her aunt, a dollar
amount equal to approximately 6 million today.

These two clippings are from 1904
and show that Maynita was primarily
traveling during the year before visiting
Thomasville in 1905. From her obituary
we learn that from 1905 to 1908 she was
a frequent visitor to our community,
meeting and finally marrying John Hamilton Swan in December 1908.

The wedding announcement published in the Atlanta Constitution on November
22, 1908 is above.

The wedding announcement from the Barnesville Gazette published on December 24, 1908 showing their marriage date of December 30th of that year.
There is no mention of the couple in newspapers after their marriage but they did
reside in Thomasville. The little we know of their married life comes from a couple of sources in 1910 as seen on the next page.

A portion of the page from the Thomasville 1910 Federal Census showing
John, his wife Maynita and her mother Ella residing on Jefferson Street. This information was recorded in April of that year.
There are a couple of interesting things to note about this census recording of
the Swan Family, first, they owned the home they were living in, and second,
there is no occupation listed for John which might indicate the family was being
supported by the inheritance Maynita received in 1903 or continuing funds from
her aunt Mary Arnold Cruger, a person you will be introduced to later on in this
PDF.
September 22, 1910, the
family returns from a trip to
New York State where they
had spent considerable time.

Maynita dies on November 23, 1910 at her home in Thomasville, GA. An obituary
about her death appears earlier in this document and by the end of November,
Maynita’s casket lies in a mausoleum in Laurel Hill Cemetery alongside her favorite
Knabe piano. Hanging on the walls are photographs of friends and family including a
pair of portraits of her and her husband John in gold-gilt frames. Later her beloved
pet dog will be laid to rest on top of her casket and over the years she will be joined
by mother and aunt with the doors being closed for the last time in 1943. Dust and
dirt have settled over the memorial items in the mausoleum now but with work we
can bring her and her family’s lives back to the world of the living.

Maynita’s Family & Others

Maynita’s Family
We will delve into Maynita’s family quite deeply, both her own and that of her husband, John Hamilton Swan whom she married in 1908. I believe that the following pages should be organized with those being the most important to her and her life appearing first and for that reason I strangely wish to begin with Maynita’s aunt, Mary Angeline
Fambro Cruger.
The most obvious question would be, why start with her aunt instead of her parents
or husband? The answer I would give is that I believe her aunt contributed the most to
Maynita’s world in culture, education and even financially. Our journey into discovering
the role her aunt played in her life began with the articles below:
The top article appeared in the July 20, 1903
Savannah Morning News from Savannah, Georgia, the middle article is from the July 24, 1903
edition of the Brevard News from Brevard, North
Carolina and the bottom is from the July 19, 1903
edition of the Selma Times published in Selma,
Alabama. Despite being filled with numerous
misspelled names, each seemed to indicate that
Maynita inherited a small fortune from her aunt
in 1903. The dollar amount listed, $200,000
would be the equivalent of approximately six million in today’s dollars, a sizeable fortune in 1903.
When we began our search into her aunt’s life
and money we uncovered an interesting story
and even more interesting life.
Note: For any “Gone with the Wind” fans it
would be helpful to picture Mary as Scarlett
O’Hara raising her voice and saying, “As God is
my witness, I'll never go hungry again! “ in the
story of her life that follows.

Mary Angeline Fambro (Fambrough) Cruger
Maynita’s Maternal Aunt

We begin the story with the 1860 Federal
Census where we find Mary Angeline, her sister Ella M. and a brother F. W. Fambro. all
three living with the maternal grandfather
David Dobbs in Marietta, GA. Further research showed that the Mary’s mother died
in 1857 in Barnesville, GA, and her father in
1860-61 in Savannah, GA. At the age of ten,
Mary and her siblings were orphans on a
farm in rural Georgia entering into the Civil
War period.

The grandfather David Dobbs last appears in the newspaper in a Cobb County
Sheriff’s Sale of his estate in the November
13, 1877 Marietta newspaper Field &
Stream. His death is recorded as occurring
in 1872 and his gravesite can be found in
the Marietta City Cemetery. With his
death, the Fambro family once again found
themselves orphaned. Mary would have
been 22 years-old at the time of her father’s death her sister Ella who was
Maynita’s mother was 18.
It appears the Fambro family lost their
home and property with the sale of the
lands in 1877 as Mary is in San Francisco
soon afterwards.

The next portion of Mary’s life is a blank and covers approximately 1875 to 1885.
When she next appears in newspaper clippings it is surrounding the death of her husband, William Jauncey Cruger.
As with many of the newspaper clippings we encountered in
this research, this one packs a
lot of information into a small
space. This clipping appeared in
the November 22, 1901 Savannah Morning News and shows
that Mary inherited two million
dollars from her deceased husband’s estate. In today’s dollars
this estate would be valued at
nearly sixty million dollars, a tidy
sum in any age.
From this article we read that
Mary was in Australia and marrying sometime around 1876
but this is inaccurate as she was
involved with another gentleman until approximately 1878.
Regardless, she would have
been in her late twenties when
she began acting as nurse for
Cruger in Australia.

So who was William Cruger and what was the story behind his tremendous wealth
and how did an orphan from rural Georgia end up inheriting his wealth?

Meet Mary Angeline Fambro
Cruger in a photo taken from a
copy of her 1917 application for a
passport for travel to Nassau, Bahama. By this time Mary would
have been 67 years old and very
wealthy for her time. Digging into her life has been fascinating.
At times I am unsure of whether I
should admire her or whether to
label her exploitative, after reading her story you decide.

To begin to understand her life let’s begin with a gossip magazine called The San Francisco Daily Times, Volume 9, published in February 1902. I will put the entire article
here on this and following pages as we explore the people and events mentioned. A
word of caution, this article is borderline malicious. I will surround the portions of the
San Francisco in red to distinguish it from other articles as we move forward
The “Star” Blythe Widow
mentioned is Mary Fambro
Cruger. The Blythe mentioned was a Thomas Henry
Blythe who died in San Francisco in 1883 without a will.
His estate was worth in exThomas H. Blythe
cess of 4 million at his death
and the fight over the estate lasted for a decade. Over 200 claimants were involved in the
litigation including 3 women who claimed to
have been his wife at various points during his
life, one of which was our Mary.

An initial search for a connection between Mary and the “Blythe Widows” brought up
the article below from the March 14, 1890 San Francisco Examiner and with it a whole
new chapter in Mary’s life. A portion of the article mentions Mary who appears under
the name May Fambro.
This isn’t the first time Mary uses
May as her first name. The 1917 passport mentioned earlier was taken out
under the name of May Fambro as can
be seen below. The most interesting
portion here however is another alias
for Mary, Nellie Firmin.

May or Mary Fambro 1917 passport

So who was Nellie Firmin
then? The most engaging and
informative answer to that question can be found in articles that
appeared all of the United States
in November of 1877. Mary
would have been about 27 yearsold and embroiled in terrible divorce from her common-law husband Thomas H. Blythe.
In these articles she is described as a “pretty young woman, who has been both typesetter and actress in minor theatre.” and suing for alimony claiming to be Blythe’s wife. He
states that she is only his mistress and...

The article continues by describing her attempts upon his life in some detail:

So we see a bit of the temper and motivations of the orphaned girl from rural
Georgia.

“...a wicked gleam in her eye…” love
the image.

Apparently
attempting to kill former lovers was not the
only mischief Mary got
into while living in San
Francisco.

The clipping above appears in the February 13, 1878 edition of San Francisco Examiner
and shows that Blythe was probably pursuing her for actions taken while with him. I can find
no resolution to the claims filed in the article and it is my guess that they were quietly dismissed after Mary/May/Nellie left the community. In later court records surrounding the estate of Blythe there are mentions of her having signed a document in 1879 renouncing any
claim to his estate or for any support.
Continuing with the San Francisco Daily Times article that began this detour, we read
about what she did after leaving the
San Francisco area.
We have found evidence of a
marriage taking place in Australia between Mary and William
and her full inheritance of his
fortune indicates that there was
no question about regarding it.
This gossip-laden piece from the
Times was incorrect as the litigation for the Cruger estate ended
up lasting less than a year.
The article continues on the next page...

The Blythe estate issues
continued to have nationwide and even worldwide
attention for a considerable
time. From the many articles written about it we
know that Mary did choose
to become involved though
her claims were dismissed
quite early on.

Mary sounds like the perfect eccentric, rich aunt from
every story ever written.

This draws the San Francisco Daily Times article to a
close but does lay the perfect
groundwork to appreciate
the other events that occurred in Mary’s life.

To glimpse both the source and trappings of the Cruger wealth let’s detour yet again
into a story about William’s fathers estate known as Cruger’s Island in New York City.
The land today is a national conservancy wildlife sanctuary with nesting bald eagles but
during Mary’s marriage it was something far different.
This picture is from
1910 and shows some
the “ruins” on Cruger’s
Island placed there and
decoration or curiosity
by William’s father John
Church Cruger. The
“ruins” were actual Mayan sculptures looted
from Central America
and placed for effect
around the property.

This is one of the Mayan totems located
on the island through the 1920’s. All of the
original looted artifacts have been returned
to their native countries or placed in museums.
All of the Cruger wealth came from real
estate holdings. They owned blocks of
downtown New York and collected rents on
the property allowing their unusual lifestyle.
One of his relatives lived in the mansion that
would one day become the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Some views of her home
are below.

Here is the Douglas Cruger mansion that would become the first
Met Art Building.

A view of the interior
from 1881.

We can trace a bit of William’s journeys around the world and glean a bit about when
and where he met and married Mary. From all appearances the statement after his
death of the couple being together for 15 years is exaggerated. I place their marriage as
taking place in Australia sometime after 1880 and it is likely it took place that year.

This is excerpt from a passenger manifest of the ship St. Laurent traveling from
France to New York and arriving in July of that year. William is 17 years-old and traveling with 2 female companions, an older female relative and her servant born in France.
A view of the ship, St. Laurent from
1927, a combination of steam and sail
power can be seen onboard.

This is a copy of Jeanne or Jane Marie
Cruger’s 1872 passport showing that she
had been born in France. It is likely the
servant mentioned in the passage was her
servant.
William, Jeanne and Martine were all
booked into the first class accommodations aboard the St. Laurent

This excerpt appeared in a
Sydney, Australia newspaper on
July 14, 1880. It shows that William was traveling alone aboard
the S.S. Leura shown to the
right. Since we know that Mary
and William met and married in
Australia, this clipping would indicate it occurred after 1880.
There is an entry on Ancestry.com for an Australian marriage between the two but no
date is connected with it.

The passenger manifest clipping above is from
June 29, 1896 and shows that William and Mary are
traveling together from France to New York and appear to be married. The ship they were traveling on,
the La Bourgogne, later sank in 1898 with a large loss
of life among the passengers. It is interesting to note
the ages on this manifest. Mary was born in 1850
and William in 1854. Mary’s age here should be at
least 4 years older than William’s and instead she is
lying about her age by seven years at least.

S. S. La Bourgogne in 1895

Mary’s husband,
William Jauncey
Cruger dies on April
7, 1900 and the estate is settled by the
publication of this article in the New York
Times dated November 13, 1900.

Not one to let bygones be bygones, Mary
ends up suing her late husband’s nephew
for bad investments in 1904.

Mary seems to have
traveled quite a bit
after the death of her
niece, Maynita, in
1910. Here is the second page of her passport application from
1917 showing she is
traveling to the Bahamas.

This is the physician’s statement that accompanied her
passport application. At various times it appears that Mary
resides in Tampa, St. Augustine
and Miami so she either kept a
home in each or stayed in luxury hotels during the various
tays, something her sister Ella
did in Atlanta.

This clipping is from the May 7, 1929 Miami
Herald and indicates she files a suit against the
city for injuries suffered in a fall. It is interesting
to note that she identifies as a musician, a trait
that seems to have run in the family.

The suit filed in 1929 takes a long time to resolve. Mary loses but files an appeal that will
actually still be in the courts for a year after her
death. The city is found to not be liable in every case heard. This article helps us verify the
person in the last article by giving us her age
etc.

Before Mary’s death in 1937, we get one
more glimpse into her personality with this
article that appeared in the May 20, 1933, Miami Fort Lauderdale News paper. One of her
companions towards the end of her life sues
her for mental anguish after getting swatted
by a yardstick for crossing her legs.
I am struck by the difference in perspective
from when she was much younger and a bit
more wild. The antics of her youth and middle age would have paled in comparison to
the freedoms experienced by women in the
1920’s.

Mary Cruger appears in the 1934 City Directory for St. Augustine, Florida. There are
references to her time in St. Augustine where she is mentioned in social circles as being related the Flagers. Of course this isn’t true but it does sound like something she
would have claimed while circulating in the wealthy society of Florida.
On April 6, 1937, Mary dies in Miami.
Her body is brought to Thomasville, GA
for interment and likely the casket on the
left inside the mausoleum. She did provide a lot of support to both her sister
and her niece as we will see as we explore their lives in other pages here, so
her impact on her family was profound.
In the end it is hard not to have an extreme amount of respect for Mary. Growing up
an orphan in South Georgia and transforming herself into a budding actress and consort
for men of extreme wealth for her time, capturing that wealth and using it to shelter and
support her younger sister, nieces and nephews, all accomplishments worth noting.

John Hamilton Swan
Maynita’s Father

John Hamilton Swan
Maynita’s Husband
There are at least 3 times prior to her wedding that we see Maynita playing a wedding march for events or other weddings. During her time a woman getting married for
the first time at 31 years of age would have placed her into a spinster type of category
and everything about the pictures and information in her obituary leads me to believe
that she was in love and looking forward to family and home. We know little about John
Hamilton Swan. He is described as successful businessman here in Thomasville area but
I have not been able to locate his occupation or business. In fact the first mention if him
in a newspaper dates to 1907, a year before his marriage, and relates to his contribution
to the Vashti Center here locally.
He does appear in the 1900 Federal Census living in Jefferson County, GA with his
mother
Alice. In it
she is already a widow and living alone with her 20 year-old son. We were able to find picture
of John’s father Thomas on Ancestry. Thomas Edward Swan was born in 1834 and died in 1899, a
year before the census record above. He was a
farmer in Jefferson County, GA near the town of
Milledgeville, GA.
There are some notes that his son, John Hamilton, followed in his father’s footsteps though his
interest seems to have been primarily poultry.

John appears in wedding announcements in the latter part of 1908 and again in 1910
in a trip to New York City with his wife and
then in her obituary. By 1912 it appears he
has left Thomasville, there is a record of Swan
Cottage being sold in 1912 located on Love
Street, and he is definitely in Atlanta by 1914.

Here is the World War 1
Draft Registration Card for
John Hamilton Swan from
September 1918. A couple
of things to note, one it
gives us his birthdate and
second wife’s name, and
secondly we see that he resides in Jefferson County,
GA. This is the same community where father
farmed and as he is listed
as a farmer himself, it is
likely he is back on family
property by 1918.

An early picture of Agnes Ramsey before her marriage
to John Hamilton Swan.

This is John’s family in 1920’s. John Hamilton Swan is on the left, his second wife
Agnes is on the far right. His two children by Agnes are in the middle, John Thomas
Swan, middle left and his daughter Mary Maynita Swan. His daughter appears to be
named for his first wife and her aunt whom we have written about here.
The family continues to reside in
Jefferson County until sometime in the
late 1920’s when they move to Atlanta,
GA. They appear on the 1930 census
there and where on January 5, 1935,
John dies at his home there.

This is the death certificate for John Hamilton Swan and shows his death was due to tuberculosis, most likely the same condition that ended his first wife’s life in 1910.
Here is the hanging picture in the
mausoleum on the
left and the 1920’s
picture of John
Swan on the right,
are these photographs of the same
person?

Mary Maynita Swan
John Hamilton Swan’s daughter from his second marriage
In case you have noticed this document and its story are full of detours. I didn’t delve
too deeply into John Swan’s second family since none are interred in Thomasville and after
1910, the don’t seem to be involved in the story of the mausoleum. One exception to this
is a daughter from John’s second marriage named Mary Maynita Swan. It appears that her
name was drawn from John’s first wife and perhaps her aunt Mary as well. Her name does
seem to indicate that there was a lifelong affection and loss associated with Maynita Arnold in John’s life, a part of the romance that surrounds the lore of the mausoleum.
This is a picture of Mary Maynita from the 1920’s when
still a teenager living with her family. Mary was born in
1915 and eventually married in 1943.

Her marriage
certificate appears
to the right. As
with many young
women during the
war years, Mary
was a G.I. bride,
getting married in
Virginia to a member of the U.S. Army.

This is my favorite article
about Mary, it is
from April 26,
1943 and describes the marriage between
Mary and her
husband George.
The picture is a
perfect representation of the
strength of women during the war
years. Among the
comments in the
article is description of Mary being “titianhaired”, a tint of
red to her hair.

This is a sample opening paragraph
penned by Mary Maynita on December 26, 1947, for the fashion and
home column she wrote for various
newspapers in the Atlanta, GA metro
area.

She assumed a new role as
noted in this May 7, 1948 article.

January 11, 1950 talking to the latest fashion
of slim skirts.

Mary died June 8, 1988 at the age
of 72 in the town she loved, Atlanta,
GA. The obituary telling a bit of her
story appears to the left

Ella Milton Fambro Arnold
Maynita’s mother

Ella M. Fambro Arnold
Maynita’s mother
Maynita’s mother, Ella Milton Fambro Arnold was born on April 26, 1855, and like her
siblings grew up with her grandfather on a rural Georgia farm after losing her parents by
the start of the Civil War. She was almost 5 years younger than her sister Mary whom we
have explored earlier, and spent almost her entire life in Georgia.
She married William Wynn Arnold on August 24, 1873 when she was 18 years-old. She
had lost her grandfather a year earlier and the family’s property would be sold at sale a
few years later as she embarked on her life with William. The young couple spent 4 years
in Colorado before returning home to Georgia and settling near Barnesville, GA by 1892.
Every mention in any newspaper article after their return to Georgia mentions Mrs. W.
W. Arnold and various other family members for friends but on only two occasions is Mr.
Arnold mentioned, once in 1894 and another in 1899. The overwhelming impression I get
from reading newspaper accounts is that Mary Arnold Cruger shared her good fortune
with her younger sister and this money allowed Ella to live independently and quite well.
We know that Mary Cruger and William Cruger married sometime after 1880 so Mary
must have had some access to his fortune. The clipping below is from the July 19, 1894
edition of the Barnesville Gazette:

This article matches a lot of other sources we have and shows that the Arnold family,
with both parents, are living on a homestead outside Barnesville, GA. The community
was Zebulon and the family settled there in about 1892.

This clip from the July 29, 1897 newspaper shows the implied breakup of the family or
perhaps even the death of William Wynn. Here Mrs. Arnold is entertaining her sister at a
home on Elm Street in Barnesville, GA. She will be in this home for quite some time and
appears to own it by this date.
April 13, 1899, Ella is putting an addition onto the house she owns on
Elm Street in Barnesville. As we see
in this and all articles that follow,
there is no mention of her husband.
The implied money necessary to
complete additions and purchase
homes is most likely from the Cruger
fortune.

August 17, 1899, Ella purchases the
home on the same street as her own. It
seems likely that she intended this
home for one of her children. Ella,
Maynita and two of Ellas’s sons are on
Elm Street in the 1910 Federal Census.

This is the home
owned by Ella in
Barnesville, GA. You can
see the one-story addition to the right side
which is the Eastern side
of the home. This photograph is taken from
Elm Street.

The Arnold House at the corner of Elm and
Arnold Streets.

A view of the home
from Arnold Street.
This is the West side of
the home. The address of the home is
423 Elm Street,
Barnesville, GA.

July 13, 1902, Maynita her
brother and mother Ella are visiting a resort on Cumberland Island
and lavishly entertaining friends.

June 18, 1903, Ella entertains
friends at her home in Barnesville.
She continues to have company visit
according to the newspapers
through the end of 1904 but visitation seem to stop after that.

September 26, 1907,
Ella’s home is referred to
as the Arnold House and it
is for rent. The timeline
for visits to cease and the
house to become a rental
corresponds perfectly with the timeline we have of Ellla’s daughter Maynita, and her future husband John Swan meeting sometime in 1905 during the family’s visit to Thomasville, GA.

The clips above are from the 1908 Atlanta City Directory and show that Ella was living
with her daughter and son there. Julian is listed as working for Western Union and Ella is
indicating that she is a widow by this point in time. This living arrangement must have
been just before the marriage of Maynita and John later on in December, 1908.
Ella travels with her daughter in 1910 and in the Federal Census that year is shown living with them in Thomasville, GA. This last census that they would all appear in was taken 7 months before Maynita’s death and shows the family residing on Jefferson Street. I
can assume that Ella is now in Thomasville caring for ill daughter.
There is a reference to a Swan Cottage on Love Street being sold in 1912, about a year
-and-a-half after Maynita’s death and I am unable to determine now whether that
cottage was purchased just before or just after Maynita’s death. The location of the
cottage of Love Street would have made the mausoleum very accessible, facilitating Ellas’s visits and piano playing during 1911.
We have a gap in Ella’s life between 1912 and 1926 where we find her again in Atlanta
and likely residing at the Imperial Hotel there. 1926 was a busy year for Ella as the clippings on the next page will show.

January 7, 1926, Ella is having
tea with a couple who are planning
on traveling around the world. Ella
herself would be traveling this
same year as can be seen below.

Here Ella’s name appears on the passenger list of a ship of Cunard Line called The
Mauratania. She arrived in New York harbor
on June 4, 1926 making the crossing from
England. The Mauratania was a sister ship to
the more famous Queen Elizabeth which is
on display in England. She traveled as a firstclass passenger on this voyage.

The entry for Ella on the 1930 Federal Census. She is lodged at the Imperial Hotel in Atlanta, the same place she will appear on the 1940 Census.

Ella’s last adventure seems to take place in
1932. She, and her grandson Julian, appear on a
passenger list for a ship called S. S. Exeter sailing
from Naples, Italy to Boston in the United States.

S.S. Exeter

Ella will die on Sunday, December 5, 1943 in Atlanta. The address given in her obituary above from the Atlanta Constitution is for the Imperial Hotel where she had resided
for at least 13 years. Her body is returned to Thomasville for internment which lends
credence to one of the three caskets belonging to Ella. As the last likely internment I believe her casket lies on the far left side of the mausoleum and most likely the ghostly piano was removed at this time.

Note: Ella spent at least 13 years living in the Imperial Hotel in Atlanta. This hotel still
stands though it has now been converted into subsidized housing for senior citizens.

William Wynn Arnold
Maynita’s father

William Wynn Arnold
Maynita’s father
Research into William Wynn Arnold only bolstered my belief that the story surrounding
Maynita is one of a strong matriarch borne of the orphaned sisters of Ella and Mary bonding over a lifetime of hardship and privilege. We have completed extensive research into
the life of all of the members of Maynita’s family and at the end of it we know the absolute least about her father William. We have not yet found his date of death, where he is
buried and many other things about his life. He mysteriously disappears sometime
around 1899 from newspaper accounts and may have been absent from the family’s life
as early as 1897. Our last knowledge of him dates from around 1892 and comes from a
Yale publication from 1892 that gave a bio of various graduates from the 1841 Yale University class.
William’s father and grandfather were also named William Wynn, jut to make things
interesting when doing historical research. William’s father was a lawyer, his grandfather’s occupation is unknown.
The excerpt from the 1892 Semi-Centennial Historical & Biographical Record of the
Class of 1841, Yale University that speaks about Maynita’s father is shown below:

Here is a copy of the August 24, 1873 marriage certificate between William Wynn
Arnold and Ella M. Fambro. She would have been about 18 years-old when this occurred and it had been less than a year since the death of her grandfather with whom
her and her siblings had been living. The date of this marriage corresponds to the account given in the Yale publication.

This a snip of the 1880 Federal Census for Denver, CO and shows Maynita, her older
brother, Ella and William. William is shown working as a brick mason. Again, this perfectly corresponds with the account from Yale.
This is the last mention of Mr.
Arnold, August 24, 1899 in the
Barnesville Gazette. I am not
convinced this isn’t a typo and
probably should have read Mrs.
W. W. Arnold instead.

Maynita’s Piano and Music

Maynita’s Piano
In the serendipitous way of things once one begins resurrecting the legacy of people
like Maynita, we actually know quite a bit about the ghostly piano that once sat inside
the mausoleum. Though the actual piano is long gone, probably removed during the
last interment in 1943, we have some historical resources to call upon. The clipping below is from the September 11, 1902 Barnesville Gazette and informs us as to the brand,
time and place Maynita’s beloved piano was purchased.

I spoke to Mr. Craig Bloch with the piano
store here in Thomasville and he said the
Knabe piano of this time rivalled the Steinway
instruments and was probably the best American-made piano ever. The ads for this piano
from the early part of the 20th Century would
fit the view Maynita probably had of herself
and that of the people around her. The ad to
the left is from a 1908 edition of Collier’s Mag-

The above ad appeared in the newspaper Atlanta Georgian in 1906 and give you
an idea of the products and brands the Phillips & Crew store would have carried. The
building housing this store no longer exists and it would have been located near the
section of Atlanta known as “Little 5 Points” which is an art district now.
Below is a Knabe upright piano from 1901, an example of how Maynita’s piano
may have appeared.
I believe strongly that Maynita’s piano was an upright or vertical model
for two compelling reasons. First, the
piano would have had to be transported from Atlanta to Barnesville and ultimately to Thomasville and an upright
would be far easier to transport than
the grand pianos sold by Knabe during
this time.

The second reason also allowed us to solve the mystery surrounding one of the textiiles in the mausoleum and dawned on me when I read an ad in the Barnesville Gazette
for a piano store in Augusta from 1896, the ad appears below:

Here is the part of the ad
that caught my attention.

Not being a musician I had not encountered a “piano scarf” before but
realized that this perfectly fit one of
the textiles in the mausoleum shown
on the left.

Maynita’s Piano Scarf

To give you some idea of the popularity and quality of the Knabe pianos there were
several 20th Century personalities who owned one.

Albert Einstein owned a beloved
Knabe Baby Grand piano.

As did Elvis Presley, seen here with
white baby grand piano. This model was
built in 1912 and is on display at
Graceland.

On the left is an 1838 Knabe piano
owned by Francis Scott Key, a composer and lyricist Maynita would
have known of through her education. This piano is at the Peabody
Hotel in Memphis, TN on display in
their lobby.

Maynita’s Music
We have a surprising legacy of music that Maynita is known to have listened to.
Garnered from numerous newspaper articles and a program from a commencement
exercise, we have a list of works she performed or chose. I am in the process of creating a link to the sound files of each piece of music I can find and will be sharing it
on our website in the near future.
The first mention of music in Maynita’s world occurs on March 3, 1894 when the
following mention appears in the Barnesville Gazette.
Note, an audio version of this music
appears on our site if you would
like to listen to it

Maynita would have been 16 years old and a student at the Gordon Institute
when she performed this piece. Entitled “Secret Love” and also known by the title
“True Love”, this selection was in the form of a “gavotte” which after research was
revealed to be a French dance and accompanying music popular in the 18 th Century.
This particular piece was composed by Johann Resch in 1876 and was his most popular composition. As with many of the pieces associated with Maynita, there is some
meaning or personality attached to the selections she made. Here we have a teenager expressing all the longings of her age in the music she played for her classmates.
The next selection we find just a short time later in the June 19, 1894 edition of
the Barnesville paper.

I have been unable to find a recording of this piece. I was able find the sheet music for it and a portion of the first sheet can be seen on the next page.

This choral/piano piece was published in Boston, MA in 1880 and was written for four
women’s voices and an accompanying piano. It is a fairytale piece and laden with foreshadowing of Maynita’s own life. Briar Rose is the title of a Grimm Brothers story that
we know by a different name from our Disney youth. Today we know the story as Sleeping Beauty a perfect description of Maynita’s fate.

This next excerpt is from May 2,
1895 and shows Maynita performing
the “Mendelssohn Wedding March”,
a famous piece taken from music
composed for Shakespeare's play, “A
MidSommer's Night Dream” in 1847.
Made famous by Queen Victoria who
used the piece as music for her wedding in 1858, it again has echoes for
Maynita's future marriage and was
likely used during her ceremony in
1908.
Note: This piece is so common I
have chosen not to offer an audio
version of it on our website archive.

At the graduation exercises for Maynita’s class in June, 1895, Maynita played several
pieces of music. The first is shown above and acted as the opening music to the event.
Maynita performed several times
during the Gordon Exercises. There
are five selections attached to her
name including one original entitled
“Popular Fallacies”. We have located
audio copies of the “Manila Waltz”
and “March of the Videttes” for future presentation.
Note: the word Vidette is generally
spelled Vedette and refers to a type of
military scout positioned ahead of the
main army group.

The clipping to the left is from the newspaper, Henry
County Weekly edition September 16, 1898 and shows
that Maynita began teaching music soon after graduating
from the National Park Seminary that same year. The
Hampton location mentioned differs from the Stillmore
one below so she must have received a better offer .
The clipping below is from December 22, 1898 and
shows that Maynita began teaching music at Stillmore College after her graduation from
the National Park Seminary in mid-1898. Stillmore was a growing community during the
late 1890’s and boasted a new college established in 1888. A view of the college building
can be seen below.

Researching the time frame
around Maynita’s time as a teacher
at Stillmore we were able to find a
document at Emanuel County Junior College near Swainsboro , GA.
The faded 3 page file is labelled
Closing Exercises, Stillmore College,
June 1899 and on the front page we
find Miss Maynita Arnold listed for
Music.

Miss Maynita Arnold

There are many musical pieces listed in this 3 page flyer from a college ceremony more
than a century ago that were either performed by Maynita or directed/selected by her.
The first appears below:

Originally written by Joseph Ascher in
about 1854, this piece translates as
“Music for the Sleigh or Sled Music”. It
was a popular piece in many countries
and the front piece to the score on the
left is from 1873, the most likely version
used by Maynita in her performance.
An audio file of this music appears on
our website.
The next selection from the event
was performed by the students at the
college under the direction of Maynita.

This music first appeared in 1875 and was widely
available. An audio file of this selection will be available on our website.

This is the next selection performed by Maynita at the Stillmore event. I have been
unable to identify this piece of music to date.

This selection is generally considered a piece performed by students to show their
mastery of scale and of an instrument. It is often featured at student recitals and an
audio file of this music will be available on our website in the near future.

This is the last selection from the Stillmore paper is probably one of my favorite pieces
of music associated with Maynita. It is entitled “Oberon” and is drawn from an opera
completed in 1826 about an Elven King’s search for two humans who are wholly in love
as a way for him to reconcile with Fairy wife. An audio file of this piece will be available
on our site and will be one of six pieces of music we have been able to capture that
Maynita would have performed or selected for performance by others.
Maynita continues to be involved in music from 1902 to 1904 in the Barnesville community. She serves as a choir director for the First Baptist Church which lies about 2
blocks from the home she shares with her mother on Elm Street there and plays for at
least two weddings, both times using the Mendelsohn Wedding March she learned earlier at school.
I can find no mention of her performing any music after her arrival in Thomasville,
1905-1910 and wonder if her health had diminshed enough by then she was not as active as when she was younger.

Contents of the Mausoleum

A fisheye view of the inside with emphasis on the near wall and door

Inside the Mausoleum
There are many items of interest within the Arnold-Swan Mausoleum. As we identify what they are I will add to this growing section so we can see how the family worked
to preserve the memory of their loved ones, what was important to the family and
would serve as a memorial and how the various items help reinforce what we know
about the tale that grew up around this portion of Laurel Hill.

Saint Cecilia Painting
On the left wall of the mausoleum
hangs a painting. Looking closely it
turns out to be a painting of Saint
Cecilia, a Catholic patron saint of
musicians. As one of the saints mentioned in a Mass during the Catholic
liturgy, she is well-known by broad
number of those within the Christian
faith.
The painting here was a popular
painting completed by Gustav
Naujok in 1891 and widely reproduced. A picture of the painting
within the mausoleum appears to
the right.

Front right wall near the door, there
appears to be small table with several
items on it including a vase, a framed
picture, a large mirror and piece of
cloth draped over the corner of the
framed mirror.

Framed Wedding Pictures?
Inside, left wall
Inside, back wall

There are numerous photos scattered throughout the mausoleum. The two sets above
are of I believe Maynita and her husband John H. Swan and of the wedding party from
1908 when they were married in Thomasville, GA. The reasoning behind this statement is
bolstered by the twin frames of the pictures on the right wall, they are obviously meant to
be paired therefore likely represent a husband and wife.
The picture to the left is a bride & groom from 1908
and shows us the common style of the wedding dress
from that year. Notice the high white collar, lace on
the front etc. Though the pictures from inside the
mausoleum are not as clear as we would like them to
be, the style of the dresses shown are very similar.
The fact that each woman in the framed photographs on the back wall are wearing the same style and
color of dress would indicate dressing for a single
event, the style and color lends credence to it being a
wedding and the timeframe would make it Maynita’s.
Also if you look closely there are at least 2 older women among the photos, making it less likely to be a
group from her college days

Unusual Items
There are several items within the mausoleum that we are rather unique. The first of
these is a stuffed toy rabbit lying on the floor. It appears to be rather large for a dog’s toy
so perhaps it was Maynita’s childhood toy or perhaps a gift given in the hopes that she
and her husband John would soon have children themselves. A picture of the rabbit can
be seen in the close-up below. This also just might an optical illusion from water & dirt
on the floor.

The next one is a bucket and bottle in the back
on the floor. A close-up of the two items is on
the right. After reading about Mary Cruger’s description in the San Francisco Daily Times,

I would guess that this bottle represents Mary’s
favorite brand of alcohol. I am hoping one day to
identify the bottle. I am unsure of the purpose
of the bucket, perhaps to hold flowers or something else?

Another unknown item lies on the left
side and at the back, its shape and coloration are odd but it appears to be some sort
of ash bucket or copper pail.

Missing spindle

Another framed object on the floor, far
right front wall area. Possibly another framed photograph with some
obstruction lying in
front of it.

An unusual Windsor chair in the front left corner. I
haven’t been able to find a match online so the maker
or date of manufacture is unknown. I notice the chair is
somewhat broken, missing a piece in the backrest which
may be the reason the family discarded it by leaving it
here.

What appears to be a folded paper object on
Maynita’s casket
There appear to be two plaques attached to the
what is likely Maynita and Ella’s caskets. These would
allow for identification of the members interred here.

The rug at the entrance is shown below. There appear to be two rugs in
the mausoleum, a large one at the doorway and another smaller on beneath Maynita’s casket. There seems to be design on the rug in the upper
left corner.

Dogs in the Mausoleum
One of the most noticeable things within the mausoleum is the presence of items associated with what was most likely Maynita’s pet.
The first item we will examine is the obvious mummified pet on Maynita’s casket in the
center.

We can draw several conclusions from the 2 photos above. First it is a preserved/
mummified animal and not a stuffed toy. The presence of the yellow dried skin in the
center of the object and the way the fur lies indicates this. If you look at the upper portion of the picture on the left you will see an oval object, likely a stand for the animal
when it was first placed in the mausoleum. The photo on the right shows the texture
and color of the fur. This gives us a clue as to the breed and we will explore that a bit
more on the next page.

This is most likely the breed of dog
represented inside the mausoleum, a
West Highland White Terrier. The picture to the left shows the breed in
1915. There have been changes to the
breed since then and today you would
recognize them as looking like this:

Notice the white slightly wavy fur,
it looks much like the fur on the
dog in the mausoleum...

These are the dog figurines on the right
casket, notice the upright tail, shorter stubby
legs, snout and upright ears, all traits of the
Westie.

The figurines on the left side,
again the same physical characteristics of the Westie.

Another possible dog-related item is a brush seen
here lying on the piano scarf.

A beautiful
pillow lies in the
back, perhaps
formerly belonging to Maynita’s
pet.

In the center lies a glass
bowl with a picture frame
and another unusual object that almost looks like
clippers or perhaps a folding knife. I suspect the
pictures here are of the
dog Maynita owned.

Here is a close-up of the object in
the bowl from the previous page, below are some examples of early 1900’s
nail clippers that appear similar.

A close-up of the glass bowl. It
is likely a pressed glass bowl manufactured by the J. B. Highbee
company operating out of Pennsylvania between 1907 and 1918.
The company’s glassware was
sold extensively in New York City,
a place Maynita traveled to frequently. The bowl on the far left
is from their 1910 collection, the
one below from 1908
Should we ever be able to examine the bowl it
will be easy to
identify, Highbee
bowls have a bee
design on the
bottom somewhere in the
pattern.

The West Highland White Terrier in the early 1900’s.
This breed was first imported into the New York City area of the United States during
the 1907-1908 dog show season. It was a very expensive breed to own and became popular quickly as noted in the March 14, 1909 clipping below from a Chicago newspaper
called The Inter Ocean:

By September of the same year, (1909), the breed was winning awards at dog shows in
New York. The clipping below is from the September 26, 1909 edition of the New York
Tribune.

By 1912, a breeder in Virginia was placing one of the first ads mentioning the sale of the
breed in the Pittsburgh Press newspaper.

One last note about this breed of dog, it is hypoallergenic, something that would
have been important to someone like Maynita who suffered from lung damage and
breathing problems.
It is likely that Maynita received her pet Westie as a wedding present in December
1908. The breed was a new arrival to the American shores, very expensive to own,
popular among the wealthy and healthier for someone with her disease. If this is the
case and knowing the longevity of the breed, (generally in the 12 year time frame), it
might mean the pet was brought back to Thomasville perhaps after World War 1 and
interred with its first owner. I would enjoy figuring this mystery out and hope to do so
one day.

Faces in the Glass

Since it is likely the frame in the rear of the mausoleum contains images from the bridal party, I have begun collecting the names and information of people
whom Maynita visited in the years preceding her
death. If she chose bridesmaids or something similar
for her only wedding in 1908, it would make sense
they were the people she had known for quite some
time both here in Thomasville and elsewhere.
Some of the names I have encountered so far include the following:

1897

Maude Howell

1896

Susie Watts

1898

Corine Searson

1899

Rosa Burford

1908

Mrs. Floyd Murphey

1908

Mrs. Rumble

Another mystery face in the glass lies on the probable casket belonging to Ella Arnold
on the far left side of the mausoleum. It is a single framed photo of a male dressed in
clothes that appear to of a style prior to 1918. Unfortunately it is dust-covered and I am
unable at this time to identify who the person is.
We have discussed whether the presence of
the picture on the casket indicates that it is to
represent the person inside the casket or whether the picture was placed here when the piano
was moved out in 1943.

Conclusion

Probable Timeline of Internments and Identities
At the end of this research we believe we have established the most likely timeline
for events and identities of the people interred in the Arnold-Swan Mausoleum. The
initial sexton entry showing an interment of a Mrs. Swan in 1910 corresponds exactly
with Maynita Arnold Swan’s death in November of that year. From all appearances the
casket in the center appears to be the oldest and is therefore Maynita’s. For a piano to
have been present the casket must have originally been in a different location, my intuition places it centered in the rear beneath the pictures of the wedding party with the
piano lying to the left side where the picture of Saint Cecilia hangs and a table, chair
and other items on the far right side.

The next interment occurred in 1937 with the death of Maynita’s aunt Mary Angeline Fambro Cruger. Her obituary appears below and indicates that she was returned
for burial to Thomasville after her death. No record appears of her being interred anywhere else within Laurel Hill and so one of the other two caskets is Mary’s.

The piano may have been removed at this second interment but I suspect it wasn’t.
The presence of items on all three caskets and especially of the piano scarf shows that
items within the mausoleum were probably removed from atop the piano and placed
throughout afterwards. The picture frame of the male on the far left, the scarf, the
small dog figurines, all look like items that would have graced the top of Maynita’s piano so in 1937 there was probably 2 caskets and a piano still within the walls.

The last and final interment occurred in 1943 with the death of Maynita’s mother Ella.
Here we have her obituary indicating an interment in Thomasville like that of her sister
Mary.

With Ella’s interment the piano would have been removed and likely sold locally.
Assuming this timeline and casket/piano placement is accurate it likely then the casket on the right is Mary Cruger’s and the one on the left is Maynita’s mother, Ella.
The transfer of the care of the plot from private hands to the City in 1946 corresponds with this act being carried out by Maynita’s brother Julian Arnold who ultimately died in 1956 and so would have been able to insure all three women found a
final resting place here in Thomasville. Though Julian’s initials are J. E. and not J. P. as
the sexton record indicates, confusion in written records between an E and a P letter
is common and he is the most logical candidate for the mysterious purchaser of the
plot in 1910.
I have a strong sense that all three women in this mausoleum were strong and independent. Both Mary and Ella rose from the ashes of being orphans on a middleclass farm in rural Georgia to travel around the world and share their time and money with their family. The independence gained by Mary’s choices allowed this tightknit group of women to chart their own courses and indicates a level of intelligence,
skill and talent to be admired.

Addendum
New York Real Estate Holdings of the Family
I have located a record of the real estate holdings of Mary F. Cruger, her sister Ella Arnold and Maynita Arnold in an Evening Post publication of transactions published in January 1902. The entry shows that a trust was established providing a one third portion to
Ella for life then to Maynita her daughter. The addresses are astounding when viewed
on a modern map. Below is the entry with the addresses in question.

The 110 Vesey St address is practically next door to the old World Trade Center site
where the current memorial is located. 114 Wall St is about a block from the water
and toward the end of Wall St.

